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Stress is a mental pressure caused by demanding circumstances, tasks or environ-
ment that we live in our daily life. Long-term stress like Chronic stress has a longer
negative emotional effect and in a long-term uncontrolled situation, it could damage
health and prone to the huge risk of mental and cardiac diseases.
Workplace stress is one of the major stress factors that affect the young working
people. According to the World Organization for Stress and the American Institute
of Stress, the number of patients with stress-related diseases has been increasing at
a drastic rate. Among all people, adults and working people have been reported as
being highly affected by stress diseases.
In this thesis, the stress of computer programmers is researched with the partici-
pants from software development professionals and students at the university. Their
physiological data is examined to find the existence of such features that can signal
the different stress levels which can be useful in developing stress aware systems.
The physiological activity data is collected using an existing computer peripheral
like mouse and keyboards whereas a popular statistical analysis method called Pear-
son correlation is used to inspect the correlation between stress and physiological
data. Such features can be used to model a stress classifier in future which can
help in the prediction of stress and provide assistance in mental and psychological
well-being.
As a process of organizing and conducting the research successfully, the research
proceeds through series of phases like planning, research on related fields, design an
experiment, data collection and finally data analysis and interpreting the result.
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21. INTRODUCTION
Stress is a mental strain caused by demanding circumstances that could be long
term or short term. Short-term stress is sometimes beneficial like in flight mode
in a dangerous situation while long-term stress is harmful to health that causes
chronic diseases in future. Stress creates metabolic or hormonal changes which are
unobservable or behavioral changes that are observable through our eyes. Stressors
are present in everyday life activities that we perform and depend on the ability of
a person to handle it. In our daily life, stressors originate from social judgment,
competitiveness, time pressure, inability to handle information overload and many
other sources [8, 37].
Human stress can be monitored and controlled using modern technology. Find-
ing stress symptom is possible through monitoring of physiological and behavioral
pattern. Continuous monitoring of one’s personal stress can help in understand-
ing psychological effect, managing the stressful situation and assisting healthy well
being [64].
Systems aware of human stress and cognitive load has huge potential in the de-
velopment of automated support systems. Stress recognition system can be used
for monitoring health, remote learning, automated guidance, automated tutoring
and optimizing the workload process [33]. Further, these systems can assist in
understanding the learning performance of computer users, teaching outcomes, de-
velopment of self-adapting systems, development of human emotion aware robots
etc.
Stress measurement is one of the hot topic and interest among many researchers in
the field of science, technology, psychology and health [59].
At professional workplaces helping employees to balance stress, work, health and
work quality is also one of the great interest of employers and researchers. Re-
searchers have studied various method for understanding employee’s behavioral and
psychological patterns related to stress at workplaces like software development, call
centers, academic places etc.[58, 48, 49, 1, 2]. Stress-related diseases can cost huge
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loss for employee’s health and economy of the company[72]. Benefits of stress mea-
suring systems at workplaces include regular monitoring employee’s health status,
measuring project performance, assisting in balancing work and life etc. In indus-
tries like software development, programmer’s code quality, expertise, performance,
the difficulty of the task, ability to take a quick decision at the deadline can be pre-
dicted using their stress and biometric data[47, 37, 20, 61, 18]. Programmers need
to solve various technical obstacles to achieve the perceived goal where the failure
might cause a negative impact on learning and lose interest towards the subject[16].
There are two underlying approaches in measuring stress [12]
• invasive methods.
• non-invasive methods.
The invasive method uses external sensors that are attached to the human body
which measure the biological data and require continuous attention [7]. For ex-
ample, the biological data could be Electro Dermal Activity(EDA), Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR), Heart Rate Variability(HRV), eye movement data etc. Contrary
to the invasive method, non-invasive method eliminates the uses of sensors without
need to alter the environment or invasion to the human body. The non-invasive
method might also use some devices or hardware component that can record human
behavioral pattern based on usage. Some example of the computer-related behav-
ioral pattern includes typing rhythm, mouse clicks, facial expression, the pressure
of handling input devices etc.
Both methods have pros and cons based on their features. In comparison to economic
cost, non-invasive method is cheaper and reachable to a wider range of users since
such hardware or devices are owned by the people for personal computing like mobile
phones, computer tablets etc. The invasive method is mostly designed for specific
task that might require some specific knowledge to interpret the data, should be
wearable to in body parts constantly etc.
Since the research interest is on measuring cognitive stress related to programming,
a non-invasive method is a suitable method for collecting stress-related behavioral
data. Existing computer hardware components and software can be utilized for cap-
turing data. Most research in finding stress for computer-related jobs used existing
hardware like a mouse, keyboard, software and human-computer-interaction pat-
terns for stress detection which maintained its accuracies ranging from 77 to 88%
[12].
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The goal of this research is measuring the stress of programmers during short-term
programming session using non-invasive method and finding correlation of captured
variables using statistical models.
The research examines keystroke dynamics and mouse dynamics data to find stress
pattern related to programming and their correlation. The keystroke dynamics is a
unique typing rhythm of a person that makes unique identification of person which
can be used for authentication[29]. Similarly, mouse dynamics is also a behavioral
mouse usage behavior of a person.
The research tries to address the following research questions (RQs) :
• RQ1. Is keystroke dynamics variable before and after the occurrence of com-
pilation errors?
• RQ2. How does the keystroke vary with timing parameter?
• RQ3. Can stress be predicted based on programmers short term programming
session, past experiences, and programmers coding activity?
– How often errors are generated and correction is done when solving easy
and complex questions?
– How often the user is active in coding environment depending on tasks
difficulty level?
– How does perceived stress correlate to keystroke and mouse dynamics
based on their answers to stress survey?
• RQ4. Could Moodmetric ring, a GSR sensor equipped ring to measure stress,
be a helpful tool for this research?
The RQ1 is an analysis of how a typing pattern changes before and after the
compilation errors are generated. Cryptic error log is one of the factor that ef-
fect novice programmers to struggle in learning and slows the performance causing
stressful situation[3, 15]. The research question studies the association of variation
in keystroke and effect of compilation error logs.
The RQ2 studies how typing behavioral changes when there is time pressure. Some of
research have concluded that time pressure has a negative effect on performance, de-
cision taking, creativity, causes stress at workplaces, creates discomfort and anoma-
lous behavior[30, 20, 39, 42]. Miikka Kuutila and his group have reviewed several
research papers related to time pressure in software development and found that
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time creates high number of error at deadlines, experts are not effected as much
as novices, tendency of focusing on more technical things increases, time pressure
might increase productivity [37].
The RQ3 is a measure of how efficient the short term programming sessions are
in finding stress pattern with small data sets. A research by Nandita and Tom
concludes that some parameters for stress prediction may not be feasible over certain
time segments which reduce the quality and efficiency of the model, however, based
on small crucial time segments and appropriate parameters, the prediction results
in better accuracy [62]. The recording of programmers activities like text selection,
mouse movement, cursor position gives an insight of activeness and difficulties during
programming session [67].
The main objective is to analyze which parameters listed in the RQ3 form a good
combination for stress measurement or how well these parameters perform. The
parameters include keyboard dynamics, mouse dynamics, application usage data,
timestamps and GSR data.
Lastly, RQ4 is an evaluation of a stress measuring ring named Moodmetric by a
Finnish company called VigoFere Oy. The company claims that their Moodmetric
ring measures mood of users based on their galvanic skin response data. In this
research, the data from the ring will be used with other parameters for finding the
correlations.
This research is carried out in four different phases and organized in following dif-
ferent structures:
• Development of behavioral data collection application :
This phase includes the development of a software application to log users
behavioral data as listed in RQ3. Section 3.1 explains the implementation
procedures and different parameters that are logged during the programming
session.
• Conducting short term programming sessions:
A short one-hour programming session will be conducted for each participant
where various questions with different difficulty levels will be solved by the
subject. The Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describes the procedure for tasks design and
sampling participants.
• Data collection and preprocessing:
Sections 3.1, 3.5 explains the method for collecting various data like survey,
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user’s behavioral data. Section 3.2 illustrates data preprocessing algorithm
and collecting fine-grained data.
• Analysis of data with statistical models and interpretation of result: This
phase includes data analysis and evaluation process using different statistical
methods. Chapter 4 illustrates the analysis and interpretation of results.
72. BACKGROUND
This chapter explains the state of art in the research area. The sections in this chap-
ter include various background information related to stress, different types of stress,
scientific research method and technologies that are relevant for the implementation
phase of this research work.
2.1 Stress, effect and types of stress
Stress can be defined as a mental, emotional and physical strain which is caused by
the demanding circumstances. The demanding circumstances or stressors can origin
from various sources like relationship, job, money, challenge, health etc. which can
impact negatively on health [45, 52, 14, 28]. Stress has various effect on different
age groups and gender but the influence of regular and uncontrolled stress on health
is always negative that can damage the health and causes illness. [65, 59, 53]. Long-
term stress is the main cause for chronic diseases that cause damage to internal
organs like heart, brain, respiratory system, blood circulation etc. which is difficult
to cure or rehabilitate and as well causes huge economic loses[59, 28].
While the damage and effect on health by uncontrolled long-term stress is severe,
researchers have also found that not all stress is harmful, but some stress like short-
term stress is beneficial in times when there are flight or fight situations to protect
themselves or quickly respond to stimuli[44].
In general, stress can be defined mainly in two categories [60]:
• Acute Stress: Stress that has effect for shorter duration and lasts after a short
moment. For example, stress before exam or job interview.
• Chronic Stress: Stress that has long prolonged effect and needs special care
and long medication practice to rehabilitate or recover. For example, stress
caused by the presence of diseases, poverty etc.
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2.2 Stress from the biological aspect
Stress has been studied from a various perspective in different fields like science,
biology, psychology etc. Various phenomenon is being taken into account while
studying stress factors by different researchers. This section illustrates the different
aspects and factors associated with stress and the different methodologies used.
Researchers have applied different intrusive and non-intrusive methods along with
machine learning or statistical models to measure the stress of their subjects. Those
methods vary with one another due to difference in research objectives and fields.
In the past, researchers used mainly sensors to capture body signals and measure
stress whereas, in the newer research methods, researchers used machine learning
techniques with regularly monitored health data along with sensor data. Therefore
the methods could be categorized into measurement vs diagnostic approach[21, 7].
Figure 2.2 represents various method and body signals classification obtained to
understand human stress, causes and it’s pattern [21, 7]. The figure shows the uses
of multi-model parameters. As shown in the figure, stress measurement can be
grouped into two approaches:
• Diagnostic approach: The Diagnostic approach is based on measurement of
changes in physiology, behavior or related activity that may be observable and
can be captured by sensors.
• Predictive approach: The predictive approach is based on the information
gained from the person’s monitored data.
The new approach of measuring signal contradicts to older methods with main differ-
ence on the usage of personal profile data. The new approach includes psychological
information, background knowledge, performance and behavioral pattern etc. that
might be useful for validation of stress signal obtained from sensors. Relying on in-
formation obtained by sensors from the human body might be correct. For example,
during anger or excitement or physical workout the heartbeat may be faster which
means that this data should be used along with personal information. An example
of personal information could be a record of the person who goes to workout in the
morning and during that time the higher heart rate is not related to stress.
Although there might be differences in term stress, physiological pattern, and mea-
surable signals by researchers, there is no standardized definition and principles.
There should be standardization in the emotional model, stimuli for physiologi-
cal pattern identification, physiological measures, features extraction and model for
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as one of the major factor that exacerbates the health and immune system which
results in chronic diseases like cardiovascular diseases, cognitive memory problem,
regular illness, respiratory diseases etc. [10].
A research in ”Using Psycho-physiological measures to asses difficulty in software
development” by Andrew Beagle and Sebastian used eye-tracking sensor, electro-
dermal and electroencephalogram sensors to measure the physiological data of pro-
fessional programmers during programming. Their main finding in the research was
more than 60% accuracy on the prediction of the difficulty of task based on physi-
ological data and applied machine learning algorithms. Using naive Bayes classifier
they were able to find more than 80% accuracy on novice programmer on prediction
about the situation the novice programmer feel stressed and find the task difficult.
Another research on detection of frustration of novice programmers, Fwa Hua Leong
used contextual modalities and keystroke analysis to create a model for automatic
stress prediction. According, to the paper ”Automatic Detection of Frustration
of Novice Programmers from contextual and keystroke logs” they used keystroke
analysis as non-obtrusive method to find the stress in novice programmers. The
term stress is mentioned as frustration in the paper. According to Hua Leaong, the
prediction model was able to get 0.67 accuracy level and recall of 0.833 which is
a positive result in detection of stress. Their method used logistic regression with
lasso regularization for modeling stress and prevent data overfitting whereas their
data included keystroke data collected during programming.
Similarly, related to non-obtrusive method, the research by Andre Pimenta, Davide
Carneira, Jose Neves in their research paper ”A neural network to classify fatigue
from human-computer interaction” they reported their accuracy to detect stress was
above 80% using an artificial neural network and data captured with repeated exper-
iment. Keystroke, mouse movements and clicks data were logged while participants
were performing human interaction based exercises on stressful and non-stressful
situation. Additionally, they used NASA TLX which allowed the participant to
reflect their mental, physical demand related to tasks performed.
The research paper ”Detecting Emotional stress during typing task with time pres-
sure” by Yee Mei Lim, Alaaddin Ayesh and Martin present their research based
on time pressure. The research analyses stress and effect on mouse and keystroke
dynamics affected by time pressure. They explain that there can be huge potential
to develop an adaptive e-learning system by detecting e-learners emotional stress
based on keystroke and mouse dynamics. Their findings show that unfamiliarity
with task increases stress in e-learners.
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Lastly, related researches but not using the same technique are from Seothwa Lee,
Danial Hooshyar, Hyesung Ji on paper called ”Mining biometric data to predict
programmers expertise and task difficulty” where they present their findings on pre-
diction of programmers expertise based on data obtained from psycho-physiological
sensors. With experiment with 38 novice and expert programmers, their data was
analyzed with Pearson correlation and NASA TLX. The result showed that their
model could predict task difficulty and programmers expertise level with 64% preci-
sion and 97% precision and 68% and 96% recall respectively. The research paper on
”Time Pressure: A Controlled Experiment of Test case Development and Require-
ments Review” Mika V. Mantyla, Kai Petersen, Timo O.A Lehtinen and Casper
Lassenius used time pressure to understand productivity on developing test cases
and reviews. They used controlled experiment to understand the productivity with
professionals in the software industry. Their result showed that there is signifi-
cant productivity increased when the deadline approaches but found no significant
evidence that time pressure decreases productivity. In research to modeling and im-
proving pass-fail classifier by Kevin Casey in his paper ”Using Keystroke Analytics
to improve pass-fail classifier” he presents his research to find the early point when
a student needs special intervene to assist them. He used digraph latency data to
model pass fail classifier. The result shows that when student learns more depth
into programming and is writing a complex program, it could be an ideal early indi-
cator for pass-fail classier to use those dimensions to improve classifier. The paper
also concludes that the programming languages skills also plays a significant role in
prediction and accuracy.
2.4 Biometrics introduction
The scientific research on using biological data started in the 19th century as com-
puter power became more powerful and proved to be a reliable way to identify
criminals [32]. However this wasn’t new topic since people in America, Europe and
Asia used some physical characteristics like typing signatures to verify people but the
revolution for using in computing and scientific purpose started in the 1960s [6, 9].
Later all applications, measurements and integrating of biological and behavioral
features in computing and scientific research was termed biometrics.
The word biometric is derived from the Greek word ’bio’ and ’metron’. ’Bio’ relates
to the meaning life and ’metron’ relates to measure. In other words, the statistical
measurement of biological and physical features of the human body [27]. In ancient
periods biometrics still existed but without the use of computer technology. The
use of fingerprints, hand signatures in historical periods are evidence that biometric
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existed previously. Biometrics revolutionized in the mid 1960’s as a security measure
in network and software authentication [9].
Each individual is unique to his/her physiological or physical conditions which can be
taken as an additional feature to enhance security layer over authentication process.
But the loss of such physical structures or features due to accidents, change on the
behavioral pattern may also cause the loss of control or access to such systems.
Therefore, biometrics cannot replace the existing security systems like PIN code,
passwords, swipe cards etc. but they can be used for enhancing the current security
system [27] . Based on the principle measurement of characteristics, the biometric
features can be categorized into two types [5, 57]:
• Physiological biometric: Physiology is a term used to define the characteristics
of a human body and biometric that deals with such characteristics are known
as physiological biometric[35]. Such physiological characteristics are bonded
the with human body since their birth [57] and can be measured using external
devices like wearable sensors, laboratory tests, ECG etc. The common phys-
iology based biometrics are iris recognition, DNA analysis, hand geometry,
fingerprint recognition etc.
• Behavioral biometrics: Behavioral biometric measures the human behavioral
patterns that are reflected to outside world and occurs repeatedly in daily life
which forms a distinguishable pattern of a person [35]. Examples are typing
pattern, gait analysis, body gestures, hand signatures etc.
It is also good to explain that the term physiological and behavioral biometrics have
some common and different features. Some researchers have used the term ”affect”
to explain the phenomenon rather than pointing directly to physiology [33].
Although physiological and behavioral classifications may have some differences,
the following four general qualities are important in order to be accepted as valid
biometric features[32].
• Universal: Universal explains the term that every individual must have some
characteristics to be usable in biometric. However, some specific features like
scars, spots on skins are not considerable universal.
• Persistent: Explains that selected biometric feature should not alter over time.
For example - fingerprint, researcher Anil K. Jain and his fellow group iden-
tified that fingerprint of a child after 2.5 years of birth serves his/her identifi-
cation throughout the life [26].
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• Unique: Uniqueness defines that the feature of biometric should be unique in
order to distinguish one person from another person.
• Distinctiveness: This quality explains that biometric features should be dis-
tinctive although some characteristics might not be unique. The distinctive
property should be sufficient enough to separate the individuals. Hand geom-
etry feature is an example of distinctiveness in biometric.
2.5 Key-loggers and Keystroke dynamics
Although the term key logger and keystroke dynamics seem to have similar meaning
and functionality in a way they capture data from computer keyboard or mobile
screen, there are certain differences between them. This section explains key loggers,
keystroke dynamics and features of keystroke dynamics.
2.5.1 Key-logger and types
Key-logger is a malware program that maliciously records user’s keyboard’s and
touch screen’s input as well as activity information to gain personal information[73].
The key-logger is designed to record personal data and transfer it though network
when the computer devices have an Internet connection. Therefore, a key-logger is
taken as a major security threat to the computer users and has a bad reputation as
it can be used for illegal purposes. But there are also good uses of key-loggers like
monitoring illegal uses of software and application, keeping track of information for
verification process etc.
Key-loggers can be divided into two types as
• Software key-loggers: Software key-loggers are programs that run in the back-
ground being invisible in a computer and spies on input data. The software
key-loggers can be classified into two types as [73]
– User Level: User level key-loggers are easiest to construct and to detect
as well. User level key-loggers have an access to user’s account and have
global hooks to the keyboard’s events. Such key-loggers are transferred
and executed through website widgets, advertisement illusions etc. and
can replicate themselves when activated.
– Kernel level: Kernel level key-loggers requires special administrative ac-
cess and privileges and usually operate during operating system boot
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process. This kind of key-logger might exist at network computers or
servers and is able to replicate. They have a hook to kernel.
• Hardware key-loggers: Hardware key-loggers consist of hardware component
connected between the keyboard and I/O processing unit. Hardware level key-
loggers can also have access to BIOS level and do not need any installation
drivers or such software to activate it.
2.5.2 Keystroke Dynamics
The evolution of keystroke dynamics started in 19th century as it proved to be a reli-
able method for authentication while telegraph was a popular method for messaging
[66].
Keystroke dynamics records detailed, timed typing rhythm of a person based on
keyboard events like key presses and releases, duration of keypress etc. while typing
using keyboard [76]. Thus keystroke dynamics differs to key-loggers in a way that
it stores detailed timing information and forms as digital footprint. Keystroke dy-
namics is a cheap behavioral non-intrusive biometric widely used for authentication
that requires only software running on the background without additional hardware
[76, 74]. Since the success of using keystroke of authentication, during last decades
there has been increasing research in using keystroke biometrics for understanding
the human psychology and physiological reactions for development of automated
self-adapting systems [40, 7, 21, 67, 43, 33, 66].
2.5.3 Keystroke dynamics measurement Process
Keystroke dynamics can be applied into two different aspects[50]:
• Static text: The static text relates to fixed words which are predetermined
or saved like passwords and used in static period like login [46]. Static text
keystroke dynamics provides better verification than using simple passwords
but cannot be used in replacement of user’s cognitive password.
• Free or dynamic text: Dynamic text is based on non-fixed free words typed
by the user without knowing in prior. Dynamic text keystroke monitors the
keystroke during the entire session for better verification but the accuracy is
less than static keystroke dynamics [76].
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Researchers have used keyloggers for recording the keystroke pattern which is the
easiest and non-intrusive method in data collection [40, 38, 19, 46, 55, 38, 21, 12, 31].
However, in some new research method, different novel approaches are used like
sensing keystroke pressure during typing, free text linguistic analysis and keystroke
acoustics [25, 51, 71, 56]. In Microsoft Research, Hernandez, Pablo and his team
induced a pressure sensor beneath the keyboard for sensing pressure and found that
pressure amount increases significantly as stress increases which was revealed in their
measurement from more than 79% candidate’s data [25]. In linguistic feature based
analysis, the author used the spontaneous free typed text by user to compare with
Cognitive emotion related database to assess the emotional state [71]. Similarly,
Joseph Roth used a novel approach of using keystroke sound for authentication
but the result from their experiment did not show better results [56].Despite the
variation in keystroke measurement, different experiments were conducted based on
the objective of research like whether authenticating a user or sensing the stress
level.
There are two phases in keystroke dynamics 1) training 2) recognition. In the
training phase, typing parameters are obtained and a model is trained based on the
typing behavioral data. The recognition phase uses stored information and checks
match against new input data using the classification method.
Figure 2.3 shows the general flow chart of keystroke training and testing using
keystroke dynamics during the authentication process.
2.5.4 Keystroke dynamics features collection
Keystroke dynamics is based on the timing and frequency of keys pressed, released,
hold and paused events [76, 34]. Timestamp is an important parameter in keystroke
dynamics. There are various terms used to represent the measurable keystroke
dynamics features by researchers but many of them share common properties [34,
36, 50, 46, 40]. Although there are differences in the term for keystroke features
representation, the following lists describes the commonly used keystroke dynamic
features [34, 40, 76, 70]:
• Latency Time: Time between first the key is released full upwards and full
depression of the second key. Also called ”Flight” time or ”Up-Down” time.
• Dwell Time: The amount of time spent after key is pressed and the key is not
released. Also called ”Duration” or ”Hold” or ”Press-Hold” time.
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2.6 Mouse dynamics
The mouse dynamic is user’s mouse usage behavioral pattern during interaction
with GUI components. Many computer mouses share similar features whether it
is notebook touchpad or external physical mouses. Most common mouse related
behavior features are cursor movements, clicks, scroll etc. Mouse trackers provide
real-time rich, the valuable behavioral insight of human psychological state [17, 24].
Studies by David Sun on HIS paper has shown that mouse dynamics provides bet-
ter stress detection than using other physiological sensors [64]. Despite psychology,
Business is another sector that has benefits from using mouse dynamics. Some com-
mercial companies have used mouse dynamics to understand customer engagement
and behavior with products on their websites. A company named kissmetrics (kiss-
metrics.com) claims their services provide customer analytics with mouse tracking
to better understand the consumer behavior.
The following list explains the general keystroke features that can be extracted from
the mouse events
• Mouse clicked: Pressing or releasing of mouse left or right button.
• Mouse cursor movement: Mouse cursor moved from one place to another place.
• Mouse Application Focus: Application gets focused by mouse events.
• Mouse Application Out Focus: Mouse cursor moved away from tested appli-
cation.
• Mouse Dragged: Data or object moved by mouse like dragging pictures, GUI
components (widget) in editor etc.
• Mouse Scrolled: Mouse wheel is scrolled.
• Mouse silence: There is no event with the mouse. Mouse cursor stays idle.
• Mouse hover: Mouse pointer is hovered over some graphical component.
• Mouse Selection: Mouse is used to select texts or other objects like files etc.
• Mouse Acceleration: The acceleration of cursor at a given time.
• Mouse velocity: The velocity of cursor movement.
• Mouse Distance: The distance measured as high and low peak or high and low
distance traveled by the mouse during a given time.
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3. RESEARCH METHOD AND
IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter describes the experimental settings, method and tools used for captur-
ing keystrokes, mouse dynamics, and recording application usage and webcam video
data using through computer peripherals and software. The section also reviews the
data filtering process and a Pearson statistical model for analyzing the correlation
of captured variables.
3.1 Participants selection and motivation
In this research, a total of 10 subjects participated who had different program-
ming skills and knowledge of data structures. The controlled experiment needed
each participants to solve different programming tasks and have good programming
knowledge and skills in prior. The main reason to have skilled subjects was to
obtain maximum keystrokes data related to programming rather than novices who
would generate fewer keystrokes data which could not be abundant for data analysis.
Therefore, volunteers without programming experience in past were excluded.
Subjects were from different countries having different native languages and used
different keyboard layouts. Most of the subjects were affiliated to either University
profession or software development profession in industry. Also, some of the subjects
were academic software engineering student motivated by some incentive as rewards
at the end. Their names and only background of programming skills were taken into
account when inviting them for an experiment session.
3.2 Programming task design
The research experiment included one hour of programming session where seven
different Java programs had to be written by each participant. Although having the
experience in programming most subjects did not have much experience with Java.
But because of their prior experience and knowledge with another programming
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languages and familiarity with data structures and algorithms, it made reasonable
to include them in experiment session.
The Java questions were designed to have a different level of difficulty and ordered in
easiest to most difficult ones. First two question were the easy ones which required
only basic programming concept like loops, conditional checking etc. while the
rest five questions needed efficient data structure and object-oriented programming
knowledge. In addition, those five difficult questions also required good performance
in terms of running algorithmic complexity.
Difficulty settings were applied based on an assumption that each participant would
be able to solve at least one or two easy questions and probably would try to solve
the difficult ones. Thus this would provide an opportunity to collect keystroke and
mouse dynamics data that could be useful for examining the difference in easier and
difficult ones.
Table 3.1 shows the design of questions with difficulty level and required Java skills.
Table 3.1 Programming skills and difficulty levels of programming tasks
Question Required Programming Skills Difficulty Difficulty level
1 Basic Java operators and Syntax Easy 1
2 Loop and conditional checking Easy 2
3 OOP, algorithms, performance Difficult 3
4 Data structure and algorithms, performance Difficult 4
5 Data Structure and algorithms, performance Difficult 5
6 Data structure and algorithms, performance Difficult 6
7 Data structure and algorithms, performance Difficult 7
3.3 Coding environment
The research was conducted in the Laboratory of pervasive computing with prese-
lected and configured computer which would collect the physiological data. Instead
of conducting the experiments of all participants at once, the experiment was con-
ducted in different sessions as a suitable time for all participants did not match.
Also, the other reason was that the laboratory had only one computer installed
with required data collecting software running on it.
The default system used for the experiment was equipped it Linux environment and
most of the participants were familiar with it. Since participants were from different
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Figure 3.1 Finnish Keyboard layout
countries, the tasks were made available in multiple languages. Finnish and English
were the two languages available. During the experiment, tasks were explained in
English and materials were translated in English as well.
Some participants were having issues in using the keyboard layout and language in
the computer as the system used for experiment had Finnish layout which was not
familiar to some participants. The Finnish keyboard layout varies slightly with the
wild-card characters which is necessary in programming.
Figure 3.1 shows the basic Finnish keyboard layout being used in the experiment
session.
3.4 Self workload reporting
Self workload reporting is a set questionnaire to be filled by every participant after
completing each task. Basically, it contains stress related questions which is used
in this research as an alternative to Moodmetric ring where participants specify
their stress level rather than by measuring with the sensor. The self work load
reporting is used for studying the statistical correlation of captured physiological
data experienced by subjects. The self workload assessment is performed using
NASA task load Index survey.
The NASA TLX is a subjective multidimensional workload assessment method
based on the average of six subscale ratings provided by the operators during the
task performance[23]. NASA TLX was originally used in aviation which later was
adopted in various application like military, driving, robotics operation, computer
usages etc. [22]
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to capture data related to research questions using custom parameters like times-
tamp, events etc.
The selection of JNH over other software is due to its support on various platform
and its capability to provide low-level system-wide hook to listen to keyboard and
mouse events. Most programming languages provide basic keyboard and mouse
events information however they require specific access to hardware component due
to OS security issues. Another problem with the basic keylogger listeners is loss of
the data when a window loses active focus state, eg. when the window is minimized.
The JNH makes it possible through the use of Java Native Interface(JNI).
The JNI is a framework that facilitates Java code running on a Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) to be called or call another native program that have access to hardware.
Thus JNI acts as a bridge between low-level language or assembly language. The
JNH leverages the platform dependent native code like c++ or c through JNI.
Although multi-platform support is one of the good features of JNH, it also requires
programmers to code different codes for different platforms.
3.5.1 Key logger data collection
Keywords consist of alphabets, numbers, symbols and Unicode characters depending
on locale languages and keyboard settings. Although keyboards might have different
keys based on key’s position or locale, JNH captures key events like the key press,
key release, key hold etc. and defines specific hex representation for each key. There
is no representation for Unicode characters. In the context of this research, Unicode
characters are not used and even Java syntax does not contain Unicode characters.
Such Unicode characters are eliminated from the programming tasks. Additionally
JNH is capable of handling modifiers key that changes the value of keys capitalizing
letters, selecting texts, printing symbols etc. Shift, Ctrl, alt keys are examples of
modifier keys.
The following list describes the keyboard events that are supported by JNH.
• Key Press Events - Event triggered when a key is pressed but hasn’t reached
the bottom.
• Key Release Events - A key pressed at an earlier time was released.
• Key Typed Events - Key reaches to bottom and actual key value is realized.
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• Mouse Wheel Events: Wheel is scrolled or scroll event is triggered by touch-
pads
The mouse events and data obtained from the mouse is shown in table 3.3. Those
constants for keyboard events are predefined in a base class file named ”Native-
MouseEvent.java” which is shown in figure 3.4.
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Table 3.3 Mouse events and data captured during different event
Event Data Captured
NATIVE MOUSE PRESSED
location = pixels (x, y) of screen
button= 1 or 2 [1=left button, 2 = right button]
modifiers=Button1 [button pressed]
clickCount= n [n number of counts]
timestamps = time stamp of event
NATIVE MOUSE MOVED
location = pixels (x, y) of screen
button=0 [0 = no button pressed during move event]
clickCounts = 0 [0 = no clicks during move event]
timestamps = time stamp of event
NATIVE MOUSE RELEASED
location = pixels (x, y) of screen
button= 1 or 2 [1=left button, 2 = right button]
modifiers=Button1 [button pressed]
clickCount= n [n number of counts]
timestamps = timestamps of event
NATIVE MOUSE WHEEL
location = pixels (x, y) of screen
button= 1 or 2 [1=left button, 2 = right button]
clickCount=n[n number of counts]
scrollType=WHEEL UNIT SCROLL
scrollAmount= n [n number of scrolls]
wheelRotation=1 or 2 [up or down]
wheelDirection=WHEEL VERTICAL DIRECTION
timestamp = timestamp of event
NATIVE MOUSE CLICKED
location=
button= 1 or 2 [1=left button, 2 = right button]
clickCount=n[n number of counts]
timestamps = timestamps of event
NATIVE MOUSE DRAGGED
location = pixels (x, y) of screen
button= 1 or 2 [1=left button, 2 = right button]
modifiers=Button1 or Button2 [button pressed]
clickCount= n [n number of counts]
timestamp = timestamp of event
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4. DATA PREPROCESSING
This chapter reviews the preprocessing of captured data. The sections in this chapter
explain the data filtering process and the elimination of unnecessary data to reduce
the noises in data. Data filtering algorithm for statistical correlation analysis method
is also discussed.
4.1 Data storage and retrieval
Huge amount of data is generated by mouse, keyboard and webcam events in every
millisecond. So, it is necessary to log every event along with time stamp which helps
in understanding the correlation between captured data and time series. Basically,
mouse generates a large number of data even when a cursor in screen is moved from
a certain point (x,y) to another point(x1, x2). The movement along axis happens
so rapidly that it logs hundreds of mouse movement data per every second. More
than 25 thousand data was collected from each participant related to mouse and
keyboard activity. This describes the necessity that a fast processing database was
necessary for the storage. Therefore Couch database was used to store the data
which can store and fetch data at very high speed.
Couch database is a scalable multi-platform support flat file database suitable for big
data. The software is distributed as an open source software by Apache Foundation
which is developer friendly and provides an easily scalable architecture. Unlike
relational databases like mysql, posgre, sql etc. Couch database uses Javascript
Object Notation (JSON) which can be processed by software that can parse and
consume it.
Figure 4.1 shows the JSON data model used by couch database for storage of cap-
tured by JNH data.
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timestamps is same.
Result: Calculation of error keys per minute related to programming in IDE.
while All KeyLogs PerMinute do
TKEPM =
∑
(KB ∈ NBD) +
∑
(KD ∈ NBD)
end
Algorithm 2: Total Error correction keys per minute related to IDE.
Result: Total Errors per Task Interval
while All KeyLogs PerTaskInterval do
TKEPT =
∑
(KE ∈ NBD + KE /∈ NBD)
WHERE (taskStartTime ≤= timestamp ≥ taskEndTime)
end
Algorithm 3: Total Errors per Task interval.
Result: Calculation of Keys typed per minute related to programming in IDE.
while All KeyLogs PerMinute do
TKTPM =
∑
(KP ∈ NBD)
end
Algorithm 4: Total Keys pressed per minute related to programming in IDE
Result: Total Keys per minute (IDE +Non IDE)
while All KeyLogs PerMinute do
TAKTPM =
∑
(KP ∈ NBD + KP /∈ NBD)
end
Algorithm 5: Total Key presses per minute.
Result: Total Key pressed per Task Interval
while All KeyLogs PerTaskInterval do
TKPT =
∑
(KP ∈ NBD + KP /∈ NBD)
WHERE (taskStartTime ≤= timestamp ≥ taskEndTime)
end
Algorithm 6: Total Key presses per Task.
Result: Calculation of Idle Time per Task
while All KeyLogs PerTaskInterval do
TITPT =
∑
(Time Without Keyboard Activity)
end
Algorithm 7: Total Idle time per task
Result: Total key hold-time per minute
while All KeyLogs PerMinute do
TKLPT =
∑
(KR ∈ NBD + KT /∈ NBD)
end
Algorithm 8: Total Key presses per Task.
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Algorithm 2 represents the process to extract the total correction keys pressed in
every one-minute interval related to programming activity in Netbeans IDE whereas
Algorithm 3 is the calculation of total error keys typed during each task. The
correction keys are ”backspace” and ”delete” keys which are represented by KB and
KD.
Algorithm 3 represents the key errors per task interval. Unlike Algorithm 2, backspace
and delete keys are examined with the time taken per task interval.
Algorithm 4 represents total keys typed per minute in IDE, whereas Algorithm 5
is a representation of total keys pressed per minute without the constraint of either
Netbeans IDE or browser. TKPM is an abbreviation for Total keys Pressed Per
Minute.
Similarly, Algorithms 5 and 6 represent total keypresses per minute and per task
respectively. For calculation of time taken per task, the timestamp of task start and
completion is saved automatically by TMC plugin in the server.
Algorithm 7 represents the total idle time the user spends per task without any
keyboard activity. The idle time is measured by summing up time when keyboard
activity does not happen.
Finally, Algorithm 8 represents the key hold time. In other words, a key is pressed
and held for a few seconds. The key event is also called down to down time or press
to press time.
4.3 Mouse logger data preprocessing
Mouse dynamics data is also grouped according to the time interval. Mouse dynam-
ics data is also distinguishable as Netbeans or non-Netbeans related data based on
active window property which is captured along with the mouse dynamics data.
The mouse data can be categorized based on the events like clicks, duration of
movement, the distance of clicks etc. Like keyboard data filtering, mouse data are
separated and grouped if they happen in the same minute as shown in Algorithm 9.
The hour and minute in timestamp of every event is used as a key to group data.
Algorithm 10 represents the total clicks made in every minute in Netbeans IDE and
non-Netbeans application like browser.
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Result: Grouped data per minute interval.
All KeyLogs PerMinute = dict(dict());
while fetchData do
hr Min = getHourMin(fetchData.timeStamp);
data in minute = {”timestamp”: fetchData.timestamp,
”event”:fetchData.eventName};
All MouseLogs PerMinutes[hr Min].update( data in minute)
end
Algorithm 9: Grouping data based on one minute interval
Result: Total Mouse clicks per minutes
while All MouseLogs PerMinute do
TMC =
∑
(MC ∈ NBD + MC /∈ NBD)
end
Algorithm 10: Total mouse button pressed per Minute
4.4 Moodmetric GSR data preprocessing
Another part of data analysis is GSR mood data analysis collected by Moodmetric.
The ring has a Bluetooth connectivity feature to transfer data to the mobile devices.
However, Moodmetric data was lost due to the technical issues. The Moodmetric
ring has problem with data transfer and longer duration power supply. Moodmetric
uses Bluetooth technology for data transfer and there is no such plug and play
features like USB port for copying data. The main problem with data transfer with
Bluetooth was an interruption with device connection and non-compatibility with
all kind of mobile devices. The interruption in connection causes data to be erased
from the ring and only partial data is transfered to the mobile device. The erasing
of data from ring after the closing of connection was designed as a default feature.
Figure 4.2 and 4.3 show the partial data collected in the mobile application. The
first participant started the experiment at 14:00 Helsinki time while the data is lost
during the time of experiment as shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows loss of data
after interruption on Bluetooth connection.
The consecutive failures in data collection from more than 4-5 experiment concluded
in a decision to eliminate the usage of Moodmetric ring. Therefore Moodmetric ring
was not used with the rest of the participants. This also concluded that the next
process to analyze stress and correlation with physiological data would be based on
stress related survey data collected during each experiment session.
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Figure 4.2 Moodmetric data captured during day time
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Figure 4.3 Moodmetric data lost during transfer via Bluetooth to mobile device
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The Pearson correlation coefficient is given by following formula -
ρx, y =
cov(X, Y )
σxσy
(4.1)
• cov - covariance of variables
• σx - standard deviation of X
• σy - standard deviation of Y
Whereas, ρ can be written as
r =
∑n
i=1
(xi − x)(yi − y)√∑n
i=1
(xi − x)2(yi − y)2
(4.2)
The Pearson correlation has a value between 1 and -1 where the value less than
zero or negative number represents the negative correlation whereas value closer to
1 represents the strong correlation. Figure 4.5 as shows different correlations drawn
in a graph.
Figure 4.5 Various Pearson Correlation plots in graph with different values
As shown in Figure 4.5 the plots 1 and 2 in the first row represents the negative
relationship whereas the first two plots on second row on left represents positive
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correlation and the last plot on the rightmost side of second row represents neutral
correlation or no relation.
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5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
This chapter describes the result and interpretation of data analysis conducted using
Pearson correlation coefficient approach as discussed in chapter 4. The correlation
is examined along with the research questions listed in chapter 1.
5.1 RQ1. Analysis of keystroke dynamics before and after com-
pilation errors
This research question was designed to study the effect of compilation errors on
physiological activities like typing behavior, error keys presses etc. The code compi-
lation logs and errors on code functionality are logged in TMC server where preset
coding test cases are stored for every question. Every submitted solution is checked
against those test cases and compared for the correctness.
However, the log from every participant’s submission and code test result did not
show enough information to study the related research question. Most participants
submitted their code in TMC test server only when they had confirmed that their
code functionality works properly in local machine without compiling directly in
TMC Server. This also indicates that they were familiar with such coding platform.
Only two participant’s log showed their attempts when their test cases failed and still
they were trying to solve it. Table 5.1 shows the test case result of two participants
whose tests failed and was logged in server for their attempts.
As shown in Table 5.1, very few logs were collected in the server related to successful
submission or failed submission. The submitted tasks were tested against the pre-set
test cases in TMC server.
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Figure 5.3 Trend line of plotted stress data during 60 minutes experiment timing
which may vary if such experiments are conducted with real participants with real
goals like students doing exercises to pass, interviewee doing timed coding tests etc.
5.4 RQ3. Analysis of keystroke and mouse dynamics parameters
This section describes the result obtained from the examination of Pearson corre-
lation with mouse and keyboard dynamics data as mentioned in RQ3 in chapter
1, along with studying the data pattern of other parameters like difficulty level,
idleness etc.
The stress level of each participant is examined and compared with respect to their
data collected from survey against other parameters like total key errors, total
pauses, total mouse clicks, total characters typed etc. Since each participant solved
different number of tasks and the data obtained is very low, the data would not
be feasible for group-based statistical analysis. Therefore, data analysis will also be
done by grouping the data of each participant based on high task solving vs low task
solving category. Hence, to separate different groups we use the below notation -
• Group H - Participants solving more than 3 tasks.
• Group L - Participants solving first 2 easy tasks and having difficulty on dif-
ficult questions.
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5.4.1 Group H - keystroke data analysis
As mentioned in Section 5.4, Group H involves participants who solved more than 3
tasks out of 7 tasks. In other words, they did not have problem with easier tasks as
mentioned in Chapter 3.2 but also solved difficult questions. Out of 9 participants, 4
participants were involved in this category. However, one participant had non-usable
data for analysis, therefore the data was eliminated.
As shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 each figure contains two subfigures with one plotted
in smooth curved graph and the the other in a straight trend line graph. The smooth
line graph shows the data plots whereas the trend-line graphs show the pattern how
data is changing over another parameter. The x-axis represents the difficulty level
whereas other straight lines represents the parameters as labeled on the right side
with different colors.
In each figure, the last data plot can be ignored as 8 participants out of 9 did not
solve the last task due to end of experiment session time or they did not want to do
more tasks.
As seen in the plots of group H, each participants data has different curves. For
Participants 1, 3 and 10 the time taken to complete the task, the total errors per
task, idleness per task, mouse clicks and the number of characters typed per task is
directly proportional to the difficulty of task.
In aggregate, the most common result from all participants suggest that features
like mouse clicks, the time taken for completion of task, the number of characters
typed increase when there is increased difficulty in task. Later in coming section,
these features will be studied along with stress data to compare the correlation.
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(a) Participant 1 keystroke features comparison with task difficulty
(b) Trendline drawn based on keystroke features of participant 1 data
Figure 5.4 Participant 1 - Keystroke parameters analysis
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(a) Participant 3 - keystroke features comparison with task difficulty
(b) Trendline drawn based on keystroke features of participant 3 data
Figure 5.5 Participant 3- Keystroke parameters analysis
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(a) Participant 10 - keystroke features comparison with task difficulty
(b) Trendline drawn based on keystroke features of participant 10 data
Figure 5.6 Participant 10 - Keystroke parameters analysis
5.4.2 Group L - keystroke data analysis
Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 represents the graph of 2nd, 4th and 11th participant who solved
less than 3 tasks. Rest of participant’s data were eliminated due to invalidation in
data.
As seen in graphs, most of the parameters scale is increasing with the increase in
task difficulty. This result suggests that in common, the participants solving lesser
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tasks have almost all features directly proportional to the level of difficulty.
(a) Participant 2 - keystroke features comparison with task difficulty
(b) Trendline drawn based on keystroke features of participant 2 data
Figure 5.7 Participant 2 - Keystroke parameters analysis
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(a) Person4 keystroke features comparison with task difficulty
(b) Trendline drawn based on keystroke features of Person 4
Figure 5.8 Trendline of keystroke pattern of person 4
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(a) Person1 keystroke features comparison with task difficulty
(b) Trendline drawn based on keystroke features of Person 11
Figure 5.9 Trendline of keystroke pattern of person 11
5.5 Pearson correlation analysis of stress data with keystroke
and mouse dynamics
In this section, we discuss the main important analysis of physiological data and
stress using Pearson correlation method. For this analysis, IBM SPSS software is
used which supports the Pearson correlation graph and Matrix figure generation
that helps to visualize the association of parameters.
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5.5.1 Group H - Pearson correlation of stress and other param-
eters
In this section, the Pearson correlation is examined with the group of participants
completing more than 3 tasks successfully. The Pearson correlation for participant
1, 3, 10 is shown in Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12.
The full correlation matrix of various parameters is plotted by SPSS tool by de-
fault. As in images, each correlation appears twice. The diagonal columns with
Pearson correlation value 1 passing through the mid of table in images represent the
correlation to itself. In each column, each column contains three values:
• Pearson correlation - Measurement of Pearson correlation value.
• Significance level - The two-tailed Pearson correlation significance level cal-
culates two-tailed probability. The parameters have significant correlation if
their significance level is less than 0.05 otherwise correlation does not hold a
significant relationship. significance level closer to 0 means low significance
level and closer to 0.05 represents a high significance level.
• Number of sample(N) - Number of samples taken to calculate Pearson corre-
lation.
In this research, main interest is on understanding the correlation of stress parameter
with other physiological parameters. As seen in correlation matrix Figures 5.10, 5.11
and 5.12, the 8th column represents the correlation of stress parameter with other
8 rows represented in first column.
In Figure 5.10 the stress has a strong correlation with difficulty level, errors during
typing in Netbeans IDE, total mouse clicks etc. where the Pearson value is greater
than 0.5. The correlation values in the figure can be seen as 0.99, 0.531 and 0.751
for the task difficulty, total errors generated and total mouse clicks. These values
are highlighted in green color. However, these values do not tell the actual relation
ship. So we use the two-tailed significance to calculate the significant relationship.
For participant 1 as shown in Figure 5.10, the Pearson correlation significance value
is 0.05, however, only the correlation of stress and difficulty parameter shows the
significant strong relationship as value is less than significant level 0.05.
In Figure 5.11 for participant 3, the stress parameter has strong relationship with
total amount of mouse clicks with value 0.769. There is no significant relationship
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5.5.2 Group L - Pearson correlation of stress and other param-
eters
In this section, the Pearson correlation of participants solving less than 3 tasks is
analyzed. The Pearson correlation matrices of participants of group L is shown in
Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15.
For the participant 2, Pearson matrix represented in Figure 5.13 which shows higher
Pearson value on stress parameter with an increase in the difficulty level of questions
and total characters typed during solving the task. The total idleness time during
programming can be seen as 0.924, 0.996 and 0.845 respectively. The Pearson value
between stress and task completeness shows strong negative relationship with the
value 0.991. The two-tailed significant correlation shows only valid significance level
for stress and success parameter with value of 0.000. However, this concludes the
zero correlation which means the increase or decrease on one variable does not affect
others.
Similarly, for the participant 4, the Pearson correlation is higher with the increase
in the difficulty level, total mouse clicks during programming, idleness time during
task and success factor. Pearson value is negative for task completeness and errors
occurrence during programming. There is no significant two-tailed value to suggest
the significance of correlation.
For participant 11, the Pearson correlation value for stress is strongly correlated for
characters typed, error occurrence during programming and amount of idleness time
during programming with values 0.936, 0.981 and 0.518. Pearson correlation value
with stress and task completeness, success on task submission is strongly negatively
related but significance values suggest no significant relationships between those
parameters.
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• Positive correlation of stress level with the rate of error, time to complete tasks
and mouse clicks: The trend line graph depicts the increase in parameters like
error generation, the time taken per task, total clicks as difficulty increases.
The same increasing positive correlation can be seen on the Pearson result
table highlighted with green colors. The main common positive correlation of
physiological data and stress level is seen in error rates, amount of characters
typing and idleness on time for the majority of participants in both groups.
It can be seen that most of the participants try various methods to solve the
task when the difficulty is increased and thus raises parameters like typing
rates and seeking help in browsers that increases mouse click and idleness etc.
Analysis on time parameters also shows that most of participants takes more
time when they struggle to solve the question.
• Weak or negative correlation to task completion and success rate on solving
task: As seen in the most of the above Pearson correlation tables, most par-
ticipants have negative r value in with stress and completion rate plus stress
and task success level. This seems obvious that when they are in a stressful
situation, this reflects the difficulty in task yielding the negative correlation.
• An irregular pattern in stress level, typing behavior and idleness time for
high task solving participants:- The result from typing rate and idleness shows
an irregular pattern for high task solving participants. The high number of
task solving participant showed less keystrokes for some difficult questions
due to the fact they were already familiar with such tasks which required less
typing. Participant in L group showed fewer typing behavior when they faced
the difficult questions as well as high typing behavior some participant tried
solving the difficult task in various possible methods. Most participants were
also seen seeking more help from online resources as difficulty increases which
increases less typing and more clicks.
• Higher tasks solvers have different stress levels regardless of tasks difficulty:-
Most of the participants in group H and L showed an increasing trend when
task difficulty is increased in questions. However, the variations were common
in stress level of participants solving high number of tasks. The stress level
did not show any positive relation to familiarity with such task but fairly
correlated positively to the time taken to solve the task. Figure 4.4 illustrates
the stress level in number for each participant.
• Unpredictable correlation based on personality and stress perception: The
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analysis of stress level also explains that stress level rating depends on per-
sonality like the familiarity with the task, familiarity with programming tech-
niques, personal behavior etc. In Figure 4.4. the participant, TMC8, did not
show any changes in stress level on the attempted tasks which certainly gen-
erates the invalid Pearson correlation values. Therefore this value data was
not considered during the study. In such cases, sensor based data reading like
Heartbeat, mood levels would have been a helpful measurement. This also
concludes that the stress perception is based on the personal profile.
• Significance level is inefficient to compute statistical significance:- As seen in
all the Pearson co-matrix tables in section 5.5, the amount of data for every
participant to compute significant correlation is very low. Therefore repeated
session with a large number of data can be used for significance level in order
to consider the significance level.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this thesis is to review the correlation of physiological data and stress
measured during programming session. In this thesis, the Pearson correlation method
is used to examine the correlation of physiological data and perform analysis to ex-
amine the existence of a relationship with stress and physiological data variables.
During the research, only physiological data were collected through existing com-
puter peripherals like keyboard and mouse along with data logged during software
usage behavior, webcam video recording etc. As a novel approach to research, the
Moodmetric ring was initially planned to be used for collecting the mood of user,
however, due to technical problem the Moodmetric ring was eliminated.
After the experiment with 10 samples, a huge number of data was collected which
included more than 530,000 rows. However, in case of typing data, there were many
noises in data created by modifier keys like ctrl, shift etc. So data filtering was
necessary to perform before data analysis. Main features used in data analysis were
total errors generated, the idle time of participant without any activity, total keys
typed, stress level measured through survey after every task, total mouse clicks,
total mouse movements etc.
During the analysis, the most common feature found in participant was increase in
stress level along with increase in mistakes per task, time taken to complete the
task and idleness in the time taken for task. On the other hand, the stress level
and other variables like success and task completion rates have negative relation
which is obvious that when stress is perceived the more mistakes are generated
and there is less chance to complete the task successfully. It was also clear from
most participants data that stress and other parameters like success rate on task
completion were negatively correlated, as increase in stress and difficulty would cause
less chance in completing task successfully.
The difficulty level is another main factor that mapped the positive correlation
with stress level. The higher the difficulty level is increased, the higher the stress
increases. As seen in most participant, we can conclude that stress increases with
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increase in difficulty level.
However, the stress level and Pearson correlation examined in this thesis also con-
cludes that the correlation is biased as there is fewer data collected from non repeated
experiment. Especially in case of the participant who solved the higher number of
the task a have different pattern of physiological data variables which is irregular
despite the increase or decrease in difficulty level. This suggests that stress level also
depends on the personality. Likewise, the participant named TMC8 who rated non
affected stress level despite the difficulty level increased or decreased and achieved
success or either failed in completing task.
In overall conclusion, it can be concluded that some physiological parameters like
total typing of characters, total errors generation, time to complete the task can be
used with a combination of difficulty level to measure correlation with stress level.
Also, this research did not include a significant way to measure the stress and relied
only on survey data, therefore there is a biasness to conclude if those stress level
are based on participants perception or just intuitive ratings. The other important
finding in this research is that every person has stress level based on their profile
like how they response and take stress in easy or difficult circumstances. Therefore,
different patterns of stress exists on different profiles.
As this research had a limited number of participants, in future it can be improved
with a larger number of participants. Experimenting in a repeated session can be
performed in order to confirm the validity of data analysis to draw a valid concrete
conclusion. Also, repeated data can be used to make a base profile of participant
about when they get stressed and how they react in a stressful situation using ma-
chine learning algorithms. Additionally, sensors can be used to measure stress level
which can prevent the invalid data. Programming languages can be set with mul-
tiple compiler options which will let participants use their most familiar language.
The keyboard layout also caused a bit issue for some participants which can be in
future research can be made eliminated by facilitating multiple keyboard layouts as
well as language setting in computer settings.
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